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TERMLY MEETING of THE RIDGEWAY (TR)  
PERFORMANCE AND STANDARDS COMMITTEE 

 
The Ridgeway School, Farnham 

The meeting took place 
June 21. 2021 

 
MINUTES 

 

Present:  Darryl Morgan (DM), Headteacher   STH  
Ben Newton (BN), Chair of Committee PA 
Rachel O’Grady (ROG)    COP (arr. 1715) 
Joanna Rendall (JR)    COP 

   Mark Rosling (MR)    COP  
Richard Sawtell (RS)    COP  
Sue Stephens (SS)    COP  
Martina Vaughan Williams (MVW)  ST 

 
Apologies:   Jesse Chapman (JC)    PA  
 Michele Maher (MM)    COP 
 
In attendance: Tom Byrne (TB), Deputy Headteacher 

Alison Dudley (AD), Governance Clerk 
   Debra Ward (DW), Deputy Headteacher 
 
The following documents had been sent to governors before the meeting: 

• 21.06.21 agenda 
• Behaviour report 
• 08.03.21 minutes 

Governor support and challenge highlighted 

Action required highlighted 
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Governor information 

The meeting was conducted via video link, ZOOM, in accordance with the terms of the alternative 
participation protocol, revised and confirmed April 18. 2020 

The meeting started @ 1700 

 TOPIC 
 

1 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND ACCEPTANCE (statutory) 
a) Absences - none 
b) Apologies for absence – JC, MM 
c) Quorum – the meeting was quorate 

2 DECLARATION OF INTEREST  (statutory) 
Governors were asked to declare any interest in specific agenda items at this meeting – none 
was received 

3 INFORMATION 
Time taken to reflect on the life of former colleague, Adel Ridgen, who died recently. DM 
provided governors with details of a Just Giving page where donations might be made 
 
The meeting resumed 
 
(The following had been taken from the committee work programme for this term): 
 
a) Humanities subject area – agreement that for future, meeting agenda should reflect a 

termly rotation of PHSE, maths and English; also that a subject area for 
review/presentation be agreed, with attendance by the relevant lead (AD) 

b) Behaviour report – governors asked re work being done on base-lining and monitoring 
behaviour?  

a. Increase in incidence reporting was welcomed 
b. Changes to the group(s) in certain cases has served to improve levels of behaviour 
c. Tracking system was explained 
d. Emphasis on the importance of keeping staff “buoyed” and supported was noted 
e. MR asked re average of incidents ca. 10 per day – was this a lot? Could some 

context be provided? DW said this was caused consistently by ca. 8 students. 
Occasionally this number is attributable to another student. NB In September, will 
change in line with MAPA (Pippa) has been training this. MR is this better over the 
past weeks? Yes better. During the run-up to Easter there was a lot of disruptive 
behaviour; but this is beginning to tail off now. Also staff are used again to having 
more children back. An adjustment was definitely required following return to 
school after lockdown – both for pupils, and for staff who had become unused to 
working with the full quota of pupils in school. DM said, to give some context, the 
figure cited equates to 1 child having an incident every 10 days 

f. Re CPOMS – can be useful in looking at ways to solve problems e.g. was informative 
re the recent moving the students to help change dynamic and improve behaviour 

g. SS re the CARS, a programme in training in behaviour and ASD. This programme is 
to help support Children with Autism and Related Spectrum differences – this is by 
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2 educational psychologist – hoping that once they can see how useful it is, they will 
talk to other parents and they will want to adopt the programme – this is/can be 
used to show how to helpfully manage children at home 

c) Pupils’ achievements – will be shared in the autumn term (P&S) 
d) Impact of SLT on performance and standards –  

a. DM updated re adjustments to staff structure, designed to further improve delivery 
of teaching 

b. DM updated re revised curriculum assessment which is all about the LT progress 
c. Noted that refreshing the staff structure at pre-formal level has beneficial impact 

on pupils learning there 
d. Katie Taylor had been due to take up assistant headteacher role in September but 

this has been brought forward in view of the loss of Adel Ridgen. Appropriate 
training is in place for Katie Taylor. The change also means that there will be 2 
deputies in post at the school, as opposed to 1; there is therefore capacity to 
manage the changes 

e. Noted that Adel Ridgen was the expert in early years – so a temporary role for a 
person with TLR (teaching and learning responsibility) has been found, for an 
individual who has an interest in that area; noted that additional training is 
planned; the role is temporary because a review of performance will be required to 
determine whether this is a person, and role, which will work out over the course of 
the academic year 

f. BN asked re NPQSL (national professional qualification for senior leadership) – was 
it the view that Tom Byrne and Katie Taylor would be able to manage this additional 
study/work,  in view of the extra responsibilities they will have – will they be able to 
cope with that? TM said that yes he felt this was achievable – he added that there is 
already some accommodation built into the school set-up to support this learning. 
Noted, the hope that the course work will be completed at the end of the next 
academic year. https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-professional-qualification-for-

senior-leadership-npqsl  
g. MR re IEP data – noted that primary pupils are doing well; observation too re 

correlation between rates of progress in maths and attendance at the end of the 
autumn term 2021 

h. Noted that there is only 1 pupil in the FE (further education) group; this is because 
many of the pupils who otherwise make up this group have had to self-isolate, 
either because they are over 18, and/or because they have Downs’ syndrome (a 
noted risk factor in COVID) 

4 STRATEGIC ITEMS 
a) Improvement targets/progress – update/data, Tom Byrne (carried forward for inclusion 

from meeting 08.03.21). The following was noted: 
a. Over next year, the school will be trying to streamline the process of assessment 

currently used, to better use data gathered to inform teaching and learning, and to 
test effectiveness of each. Currently some aspects of this process are a little clunky, 
and this can have a negative impact on anxiety and stress levels of the staff involved 
in collating and interpreting the information. A review and re-application of the 
current process could therefore deliver significant benefits for staff in terms of 
wellbeing. TB outlined the work currently in progress, including looking at the 
systems in place focused on the areas of engagement levels, COMPAS, thinking 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-professional-qualification-for-senior-leadership-npqsl
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-professional-qualification-for-senior-leadership-npqsl
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skills etc. 
b. BN asked re the process of embedding, of assimilating the new system so that it 

becomes part of the culture – what is being done to bring staff along with the 
project? TB said that time on a Thursday is being given over to staff for 
presentations showing the purpose of the process, and the steps planned; staff 
have been involved in discussions so that greater appreciation of the urgency for 
this important change is created – staff are introduced to the issues and presented 
with specific plans re what will be done to improve what, and by whom 

i. September 2021 will see the launch of the electronic system 
ii. Offering 1-2-1 team teaching to build up in the classroom 

iii. Cf. remote learning and use of training videos 
iv. Elements of assessment moderation are also being reviewed e.g. staff are 

looking across classes to share best practice – Friday sessions have been set 
up for this in particular, doing all to ensure that all are ready in time for 
autumn start 

c. BN asked re September launch – will this be phased in or is it designed to start 
with immediate effect? Noted, it will start this Thursday – there are a lot of 
things staff can do already e.g. ILPs (individual learning plans) etc.  Signposting 
changes before the term will mean that this work does not have to be 
completed over the summer holiday. Staff will be briefed on how to upload data 
to the system as well. Up-skilling can therefore being as soon as possible and 
continue over the course of the term https://www.evidenceforlearning.net/  

 
ROG arr. 1715 

 
d. SS asked re the delivery of curriculum via play-based systems - this presumably 

feeds from/into a lot of strands. How will embedding across the whole team be 
achieved? Is the intention that the assessment will reduce workload? Yes. And re 
curriculum yes that is something which came out of the teacher feedback re 
implementation, through consultation and planning session which all teachers 
attended. The aim is to try and respond to pupil need, but also to help support staff 
manage the change e.g. by the adaptation of the medium-term plan. SS said that 
satisfied a question re how you fit all in to the timetable. TB added detail re 
promotion of cross-curricular creativity e.g. a swimming session could be used to 
teach shape. Trying to provide teachers with a scaffolded way of thinking – in both 
free and semi-formal curricula 

e. SS re embedding – even when SS in school she is so impressed with e.g. the thinking 
schools approach. Was thinking what is going to be the process so that it becomes 
second nature to all. It might be ongoing training through the bubbles. There is a 
real, new ownership which the revised support structure allows this time around 
e.g. comment re existence of very strong voice within the support staff noted 

f. Monitoring the impact is key – ensuring all learners are working at a level 
appropriate to their ability 

g. DM : can target best practice – target the time rather than it being general 
h. JR is this right across the school i.e. all ages. Yes. Also enable re age ranges, where 

appropriate, can gather more effectively for certain programmes 
i. MR re relevance - can this be shared with e.g. The Park and The Abbey? Not 

https://www.evidenceforlearning.net/
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relevant for all schools, but where there is similarity, then discussions can be 
entered into with appropriate networks, can talk to share outcomes and practice 

b) Targets for next academic year – see HT report and SDP (LGB meeting which followed) 

5 POLICY REVIEW 
No policies for review by this committee this term 

6 MINUTES  (statutory)                                                         
Governors confirmed as accurate the minutes of meting 08.03.21 
These to be signed by the Chair, and filed in school 

7 MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES  (statutory) 
All actions considered complete 

8 SELF EVALUATION (OF GOVERNANCE) 
See LGB agenda 

9 DATE OF NEXT MEETING AND FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS  (statutory)                                                                            
See LGB agenda 

 

The meeting closed at 1755 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Signed as a true record ………………………….Date……………………. 

Advice given by governors at this school is incidental to their professional 
expertise and is not being given in their professional capacity  

Governors respect the confidential nature of discussions and do not 
disclose governor business or decisions. When minutes of governing body 
meetings, Part 1, are approved they are made available to any member 
of the public who requests sight of them 


